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Wfú. The air in a room is a large homogeneous mass of

gas. Answer the questions in your exercise book.

o) Where does the oxygen we breathe in come from?

bJ Where does the carbon dioxide that we breathe out
9o?

c) Where can we find nitrogen gas and oxygen gas?

d) What do we mean when we say that the air is'too
humid'?

e) ls air composed of one gas or of several gases?

W.,%" Answer the questions with a partner. Then discuss
your answers with the rest of your class.

a) ls the most lmportant characteristic of a pure
substance the fact that it looks homogeneous?

ó) lf we see different coloured grains in wood, does

that mean that it is a mixture? Why?

c) Why is it necessary to analyse matter before
determining its composition?

d) What technique is used to get salt from salt mines?
What physical change is it based on?

T.ffi,, Name three materials found in the home that look
homogeneous. Are they mixtures or pure substances?
How do you know?

'új...............!#, Put some sugar into a glass of water. Then, stir the
water well with a spoon.

aJ ls the final mixture homogeneous or
heterogeneous?

b) How do you know the sugar is still in the water even
though you can't see it?

rl;ffi ldentify the solutes in the following solutions (all of
them have water as solvent):

aJ mineral water

ó) milky coffee

cJ shampoo

''f;jiá A soft drink is composed of the following:

I sugar (100/o) | carbon dioxide (14.9o/o)

I water (450lo) I preservatives and

I orange juice (300/o) colourings (0'010/o)

a,l Which one of the above is the solvent and which are
the solutes?

b) What state is each of them in?

V;tffi Lookatthe
illustration.

a) Which separation funnel

technique for
mixtures is shown
here?

b) When is this war
technique usedT

filter paper

'f*sffi W Put the steps of distillation in order. Listen and
check,

a) Liquid boils, and its vapour rises out of the flask and
into a condenser.

ó) The distillate is collected in a beaker.

c) The vapour cools down and condenses inside the
condenser.

dl The solution is then heated up.

e) A solution is put into a flask.

,fu.ffi W Listen and say which separation technique the
speaker is describing.

a) distillation / sifting

ó) magnetic attract¡on / sifting

cJ crystallisation / filtration

d,l crystallisation / filtration

e) decanting / distillation

fJ magnetic attraction / distillation

'gf:& W You distil a solution containing the following
liquids: water, ethanol, vinegar and acetone. In what
order are the various distillates collected? Listen and
check. Use the information in the table to answer the
question.

Substance

Water

Ethanol

Vinegar

Acetone

Temperature ("C)

100

78.5

118

56.5
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ffi
fl Look at the graphs showing the changes of state of

distilled water and of the pure substance X.

a) At what temperature does ice melt? And substance X?

b) Do water and substance X boil at the same
temoerature?

c) During the changes of state, does either ofthese
substances change into a different substance?

d) ls it correct to say that substance X is not distilled
water? Why?

distilled water
temperature ("C)

E A Read and listen to the text. Then answer the
questions with your partner.

lce melts at 0'C and pure liquid water boils at 100 "C.

However, water takes longer to boil if it contains salt. Salt
increases the boiling point of water. As we add more and
more salt, the boiling point increases and the melt¡ng
point decreases.

a) What happens to the boiling point of water when a

solute is dissolved in it? And to its freezing point?

b) Oo solutions and mixtures have fixed melting and
boiling points? And pure substances?

c) How can we distinguish between a pure substance
and a homogeneous mixture?

{ IE With a partner decide if the sentences are true or
false.

a) Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water.

bJ Water is a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.

c) A compound is not a pure substance.

d) Elements are pure substances.

ffi Hydrogen and oxygen combine in the following
ratio to form water:

grams of oxygen / grams of hydrogen : 8

How many grams of oxygen combine with 2 g of
hydrogen?

IEI A solid substance is heated for 10 minutes.The
different temperatures are shown here:

Time(min) 0 'l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Temperature ('C) 25 30 40 40 40 55 75 80 80 80 90

a) Use the data to draw a graph showing the changes
of state of this substance.

ó) What is its melting point?

c) What is its boiling point?

d) lndicate at which point there is a mixture of solid
and liquid.

e) Indicate at which point there is a mixture of liquid
and gas.

*W é Put the words in order to make questions. Listen
and check. Ask and answer the questions with a partner.

d) the characteristic properties / What / of / a pure
substance /are/?

ó) between / is / What / physical change and chemical
change / the difference / ?

c) an element / is / between / and a compound / the
difference /What / ?

d) water /Why / a pure substance / is / ?

e,l are / and helium / used / hydrogen / What / for / ?

tII Study the Key words in this unit. Then take turns to
test your partner in one of the following ways:

1. A says the word in English. B says the word in

Spanish.

2. A says the word in English. B gives a definition in

English or in Spanish.
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